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Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks enable users to directly share digital content (such as audio, video, and text files) as well as real-time data (such as telephony traffic) with other users without depending on a central server. Although originally popularized by unlicensed online music services such as Napster, P2P networking has recently emerged as a viable multimillion dollar business model for the distribution of academic and clinical information, telecommunications, and social networking. Written at an accessible level for any reader familiar with fundamental Internet protocols, Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications explains the conceptual operations and architecture underlying basic P2P systems using well-known commercial systems as models. The book also delineates the latest research directions, thereby providing not only a sophisticated understanding of current systems, but also the means to improve upon these systems with innovations that will better performance, security, and flexibility. Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications is thus both a valuable starting point and an important reference to those practioners employed by any of the 200 companies with approximately $400 million invested in this new and lucrative technology.                                       

* Uses well-known commercial P2P systems as models, thus demonstrating real-world applicability.
* Discusses how current research trends in wireless networking, high-def content, DRM, etc. will intersect with P2P, allowing readers to account for future developments in their designs.
* Provides online access to the Overlay Weaver P2P emulator, an open source tool that supports a number of peer-to-peer applications with which readers can practice.     
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HTML5 and JavaScript Web AppsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		HTML5 and JavaScript Web Apps is about building web applications with HTML5 and
	
		W3C specifications that are widely supported across all devices and browsers. It is intended
	
		for programmers who are facing the challenges of moving more code to the
	
		frontend with JavaScript, CSS, and HTML, while at the same time...
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Design and Development of Aircraft Systems (Aerospace Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Now covering both conventional and unmanned systems, this is a significant update of the definitive book on aircraft system design


	Design and Development of Aircraft Systems, Second Edition is for people who want to understand how industry develops the customer requirement into a fully integrated, tested, and...
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Practical Statecharts in C/C++: Quantum Programming for Embedded Systems with CDROMCMP Books, 2002

	'Downright revolutionary... the title is a major understatement... 'Quantum Programming' may ultimately change the way embedded software is designed.' -- Michael Barr, Editor-in-Chief, Embedded Systems Programming magazine (Click here

	

	Practical Statecharts in C/C++ illustrates how to...
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The Mathematics of Combustion (Frontiers in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 1987
This book delves into the rapidly changing area of combustion, in which asymptotic methods and bifurcation theory have made a significant impact as have the constant-density, small-heat-release models and other important contributions.

This is the second volume in the SIAM series Frontiers in Applied Mathematics. This continuing series...
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Operating Systems In Depth: Design and ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The goal of this book is to bring together and explain current practice in operating systems.
	This includes much of what is traditionally covered in operating-system textbooks: concurrency,
	scheduling, linking and loading, storage management (both real and virtual), fi le systems,
	and security. However, I also cover issues that come up...
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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